NexDome

2.2 Meter Dome

Patent No. U S9,315,983 B1
Included Parts
- assemble each half and then assemble the back panel. Note that the side panels (the ones between the triangle panels) go over the triangle panels not under.
- Assemble the front bridge part.
Assembling the dome shutters

Place the lower shutter inside the top shutter. Make sure that wheels are arranged as above.

First, install one of the shutter tracks to each side of the dome front (Dome front is where the shutter opening is).
-When assembled and installed the shutters then assemble the shutter handle.  
NOTE: You don't need to assemble the handle if you already have purchased the shutter motor kit.
Slide in the shutters as shown above inside the front tracks

Install the Back track section

Install the track on the back of the dome

Adjust the wheels inside the track by turning the bolt in or out.
Insert the plastic stop block where shown on the dome